
Period of this activity  
From August 11, 2021 to August 11, 2022  
 
Period of this questionnaire survey From August 11, 2021 to November 9, 2021  
 
This questionnaire survey is only for  
American, Japanese, Vietnamese, Indonesian, Malaysian, Korean, Singaporean, Thai, and 
Filipino nationals whose legal age is 20 years old or above.  

※The questionnaire filled out by those who do not meet the qualifications of this survey will 

be regarded as invalid data and will not be eligible for a lucky draw.  

※During the period of this questionnaire survey, those who meet the conditions above will 

be eligible for the lucky draw after completing this questionnaire with their own true and 
correct information filled in.  

※Each person has only one chance for the lucky draw. The questionnaire filled out 

repeatedly will be regarded as invalid data.  
 
Prize and Rules of the Lucky Draw  

1. 1. Prize: High-end ASUS business laptop. Only one winner. 

※This prize is corporation by the organization designated by the event organizer, 

and the type is subject to the company's actual provision. 

2. Date of the draw: November 15, 2021 (UTC+8, Taiwan time)  
 
3. Method of the draw: Two lucky winners will be drawn with [random numbers drawn].  
 
4. Announcement of winners: Announcement will be made on the Facebook of "MEET 
TAIWAN"( https://www.facebook.com/meettaiwan/) on November 22, 2021, and the 
winners will be contacted by e-mail.  
 
Terms and Conditions of this Activity  
 
1. The organizer of this activity is Taiwan External Trade Development Council (herein after 
referred to as “TAITRA”), and the executive unit of this activity is MSL Taiwan Of Leo Burnett 
Co. Ltd..  
 
2. Participants of this activity shall read the rules and the terms of this activity as well as the 
clauses of personal data in detail, and shall agree to accept the aforementioned content 
before participating in this activity.  
 
3. Those who do not meet the qualifications of this questionnaire survey, fail to complete the 
questionnaire within the survey period, fill out the questionnaire with incomplete 
information, fill in false or incorrect personal identity information, or influence the execution 
of or undermine this activity through any hacker or other illegal methods, the organizer may 
cancel their eligibility for participation and the lucky draw and may hold them accountable in 
accordance with the laws.  

已註解 [CC1]: 與中文版不符，中文版是說 MEET TAIWAN 

的 FB，請確認哪個正確並調整一致!  



 
4. After the list of winners is announced, the organizer will send the winning notice to 
winners’ email address. If a winner is an individual who is not residing in the Republic of 
China (i.e., nationals and foreigners who have lived in the Republic of China for fewer than 
183 days), regardless of the value of the prize, the winner shall pay a tax on the prize won by 
chance at a rate of 20% before accepting the prize. The organizer or the execution unit will 
issue an income tax withholding certificate in accordance with the tax laws of the Republic of 
China. The relevant taxes shall be borne by the winners. If the winners are unwilling to 
cooperate, they will be deemed to have forfeited the eligibility automatically and will not be 
eligible for the prize.  
 
5. After the winner list is announced, the organizer will send the prize confirmation letter to 
the email address provided by the participants in the questionnaire. No further notice will be 
given. After receiving the notice, the winners shall provide relevant information to accept the 
prize according to the instructions set out in the notice (the personal information provided 
shall be consistent with the information filled in in the questionnaire) to complete the 
relevant procedures for accepting the prize and shall pay the taxes related to the prize, which 
shall be completed within 14 calendar days from the date of receipt of the winning notice, 
otherwise will be deemed to have forfeited the eligibility for the prize.  
 
 
 
6. The winners shall not request the prize to be exchanged for products or cash of an 
equivalent amount, nor shall it be transferred to or inherited by another person.However, 
the organizer reserves the right to replace the prizes with other equivalent prizes.  
 
7. The winners shall not request that the prize be transferred to a third party, and if they lose 
the winning certificate, they shall not request for re-issuance.  
 
8. If a winner loses the eligibility for the prize or fails to accept the prize for any reason, the 
organizer will not draw another winner as a replacement.  
 
9. Participants shall guarantee that the information provided and the content of the 
questionnaire filled out are true and correct, and that they did not steal other people’s 
accounts or personal information. The organizer will verify the validity of the application and 
participants’ qualifications during the period of this activity (including but not limited to 
participants’ name, date of birth, occupation, contact information, and company 
information), and the organizer has the right, at its own discretion, to cancel the application 
or the winning eligibility of participants who do not meet the terms and rules of this activity 
or fabricate or tamper with relevant documents. If the organizer fails to exercise this right at 
any stage, the participants shall not be regarded as forfeiting their eligibility.  
 
10. Participants of this activity must agree to receive relevant information and information of 
special offers from “MEET TAIWAN”.  
 
11. Where a participant is a winner under the age of 20, they must provide the consent of 
their custodian, their identity documents and their custodian’s; in the event that they fail to 



provide the said documents, they are deemed to have forfeited their eligibility.  
 
12. Where this activity fails to be executed as planned due to factors that cannot be 
controlled by the organizer, including but not limited to computer viruses, program errors, 
and hackers, resulting in infringement of or influence on participants’ other interests and 
rights or fairness and legitimacy of this activity, the organizer will reserve the right to cancel, 
terminate, or modify and suspend the rights and interests of this activity, and may cancel the 
winners’ eligibility.  
 
13. The organizer is not responsible for any computer equipment, software, network, or 
technical problems on the participants’ end. Participants shall agree that any information and 
records that are retained or generated from participation in this activity and from filling out 
this questionnaire shall be based on the organizer's computer system and time records. The 
organizer will not bear relevant responsibilities for any delay, loss, or error of information, or 
unrecognizable information sent by participants or winners due to their computer, Internet, 
telephone, or technology issues, or reasons that cannot be attributed to the organizer; 
participants and winners shall not have any objection thereto.  
 
14. The organizer reserves the right to change the details of this activity and the prize 
without advance notice, but relevant information will be published on the official website of 
MEET TAIWAN-ASIA SUPER TEAM (https://asiasuperteam.meettaiwan.com/), and the 
organizer has the right to interpret or adjudicate all matters and disputes of this activity.  
 
15. Where there are any unspecified matters regarding this activity, the organizer’s relevant 
announcements and the existing regulations of the Republic of China shall prevail.  
 
16. The rules of this activity, the terms of this activity, the terms of personal data, and the 
content of this questionnaire survey are all governed by the laws of the Republic of China, 
and are subject to the said laws without giving effect to any conflict of laws principles. Any 
legal proceedings related to the content disclosed above shall be subject to the jurisdiction of 
the Taipei District Court, Taiwan, Republic of China, as the court of first instance; participants 
hereby agree to the jurisdiction of the said court, and this consent is irrevocable.  
 
 
 
 
 
Terms of Personal Data  
 
In accordance with the Personal Data Protection Act of the Republic of China and relevant 
regulations, participants of this activity must read the following carefully. When you enter 
your personal data through this questionnaire of this activity, you are deemed to have fully 
understood and agreed to the following matters.  
 
1. Please note,  
⚫ Companies/institutions that collect personal data: The Taiwan External Trade 

Development Council (herein after referred to as “TAITRA", official website：

https://asiasuperteam.meettaiwan.com/


https://www.taitra.org.tw/) that was legally established in accordance with the laws of 
the Republic of China and its necessary third parties (including but not limited to agents, 
cooperating businesses, or other enterprises or individuals)  

 
⚫ Purpose of collection:  
(1) The collected questionnaires will be analyzed to compile statistics. The statistical data or 
explanatory text of the analysis results will be used for internal research, and the statistical 
data and explanatory text will also be published in any media form when necessary without 
containing specific personal data. 
 
(2) Participants of this activity agree to provide the personal data for the items listed in the 
terms of this activity to TAITRA for free and unconditionally for the subsequent management 
of the lucky draw, notification, and marketing activities of MEET TAIWAN (website：

https://www.meettaiwan.com/ ).  
 
⚫ Type of personal data collected: It includes the name that identifies individuals, gender, 

age, contact number, e-mail, nationality, job tenure, occupation-related information of 
the company (e.g., company name, industry to which the company belongs, job title, 
department, seniority, etc.), and personal experience in participating in incentive travel 
and traveling to Taiwan. The specific items are as the items listed in the questionnaire 
page of this activity and the terms of this activity.  

 
⚫  The period of use of personal data:  
(1) The personal data provided by participants may be used from the start date of this 
activity to within two years after the end of this activity.  
(2) The prize-related documents filled out by the winners of this activity shall only be used to 
accept the prize and declare personal income. In accordance with the provisions of the tax 
laws of the Republic of China, the winners' information may be retained for a maximum of 10 
years and shall be destroyed at the time without being used for other purposes.  
 
⚫  Regions where personal data is used: Within the Republic of China and other regions 

where the website servers are located outside the Republic of China.  
 
⚫ People and method regarding personal data use: In accordance with the Personal Data 

Protection Act of the Republic of China, where relevant necessary personnel collect, 
process, utilize, and transmit the personal data internationally, as well as process or 
utilize the personal data across countries (borders) through automated machines or 
other non-automated methods when TAITRA executes this activity and the marketing 
activities of "MEET TAIWAN," the personnel must use the personal data in a necessary 
method for executing this activity.  

 
⚫ The rights that can be exercised in accordance with the provisions of Article 3 of the 

Personal Data Protection Act of the Republic of China and the methods: Participants 
may apply to TAITRA(Contact person：HONG SHAO-TZU，E-mail: debbie@taitra.org.tw) 

at any time after their identities have been confirmed, for inquiries, browsing, and 
making copies of; or supplement/correct, request to stop collecting, processing, using, 
or transmitting internationally their personal data, or deleting part or all of the content 

https://www.meettaiwan.com/


of their personal data. (Note: Participants who apply for inquiries, browsing, or making 
copies of their personal data will be charged the necessary fees.)  

 
2. After the participants fill out the questionnaire of this activity and transmit it to TAITRA via 
network transmission, they are deemed to have agreed to provide their personal data to 
TAITRA for the collection, processing, utilization, and international transmission within the 
necessary scope for the specific purpose of this activity. The participants of the activity are 
free to decide whether to fill in the relevant personal data fields. Where participants do not 
fill in the relevant fields, they will not be able to participate in this activity nor obtain the 
eligibility for winning the prize as a result.  
 
3. Security measures to protect the data of participants of this activity: TAITRA will protect 
the personal data of the participants in this activity in accordance with the relevant laws and 
regulations of the Republic of China.  
 
4. Unless with your consent or otherwise provided in special regulations, this activity will 
never disclose your personal data to any third party or use it for purposes other than 
collection.  
 


